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Motivation: Single-molecule localization microscopy allows studying the dynamics of
biomolecules in cells and resolving the biophysical properties of the molecules and their envi-
ronment underlying cellular function. With the continuously growing amount of data produced
by individual experiments, the computational cost of quantifying these properties is increasingly
becoming the bottleneck of single-molecule analysis. Mining these data requires an integrated and
efficient analysis toolbox.
Results: We introduce TRamWAy, a modular Python library that features: (i) a conservative
tracking procedure for localization data, (ii) a range of sampling techniques for meshing the
spatio-temporal support of the data, (iii) computationally efficient solvers for inverse models, with
the option of plugging in user-defined functions and (iv) a collection of visualisation tools and a
simple web-based interface.
Availability and implementation: TRamWAy is a Pythonlibrary and can be installed with pip
and conda. The source code is available at https://github.com/DecBayComp/TRamWAy.
Contact: flaurent@pasteur.fr & jbmasson@pasteur.fr

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid progress in single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM Betzig et al. 2006, Manley et al. 2008) has al-
lowed the recording of moving biomolecules in cells with spatio-temporal precision of tens of nanometre-milliseconds.
The biomolecules’ random walks allow inferring local biophysical and biochemical properties of their cellular environ-
ments (Fazel et al. 2020, Sgouralis and Pressé 2017). Solving this task is a challenging inverse problem, notably due to
spatio-temporal heterogeneities of both the environments and biomolecule populations, as well as the inherent stochas-
ticity of biomolecule motion, experimental noises and short durations of most trajectories. Bayesian inference (Beheiry
et al. 2016, Bryan et al. 2020) provides a principled framework to address this inverse problem. Continuous increase in
both the number of trajectories and particle densities has recently paved the way to global cellular mapping (Beheiry
et al. 2016, Briane et al. 2019, Hoze et al. 2012, Salomon et al. 2020). The massive increase in data throughput induces
new computational challenges however. Common experiments can yield millions of recorded points and hundreds of
thousands of trajectories (Giannone et al. 2012), and models can have hundreds of thousands of parameters (Laurent
et al. 2019). This imposes significant constraints on algorithmic design and computing infrastructures. In this article,
we introduce TRamWAy, The Automatic Random Walk Analyzer, a Python library for Bayesian spatio-temporal
analysis of dynamic localization microscopy data. TRamWAy implements the full processing chain from raw SMLM
data to biophysical landscapes ready to be visually or programmatically explored. This includes simplified and ro-
bust particle tracking, tessellation and segmentation of the spatio-temporal support of the data, and inference of the
parameters of the local dynamics such as diffusivity, drift, force and effective interaction energy (Fig. 1(a)).

II. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND METHODS

In this section, we introduce a selection of key methods provided in TRamWAy. The full list of features, tutorials
and notebooks can be found at https://tramway-tour.readthedocs.io

(i) Particle tracking: TRamWAy can take as input both trajectories or time-stamped localizations. For treating
localization data, a non-tracking graph-based algorithm is featured to extract an optimal pairing between molecules in
successive frames. Trajectories can be reconstructed by linking consecutive elementary displacements. The procedure,
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FIG. 1. Local (a) and cloud (b) processing chains for SMLM data: Tracking: Graph-based sequential linking between
consecutive frames with tracking if needed (see §2i). Segmentation: Multi-constrained spatio-temporal meshing of trajectories.
Inference: Parameter inference is performed and physical parameters are associated to the mesh. Feature extraction: Post-
processing of the spatio-temporal maps to extract relevant features, e.g. depth of effective confining potential, heterogeneity
of diffusion at the cell membrane, etc. (b) Computational scalability: The inference is the main computational bottleneck.
Most analysis are focused in ROIs. TRamWAy features building blocks to help the user parallelize the analysis and run it
automatically on a remote HPC host with the resulting files retrieved back to the local computer.

implemented following Jaqaman et al. (2008) (no gap closing variant), ensures minimal mislinking and is computa-
tionally optimized. (ii) Spatio-temporal segmentation: The temporal support of the data can be segmented
using a sliding time window or any user-defined series of time segments (Laurent et al. 2019). Several modalities for
tessellating space are provided, including regular tessellations of square or hexagonal bins, adaptive methods such as
the k-means algorithm (Beheiry et al. 2016) and a growing-when-required neural gas. (iii) Model inference: To
infer dynamics, TRamWAy inherits models from InferenceMAP (Beheiry et al. 2016) and uses a Bayesian framework
based on the overdamped Langevin equation to compute the posterior probability of spatio-temporal parameter maps.
TRamWAy allows maximizing this posterior with respect to multiple combinations of physical parameters: diffusion,
drift, force and effective interaction energy with recently developed stochastic optimization methods (Laurent et al.
2019). Parameter values are inferred onto the mesh. TRamWAy allows regularizing the inferred parameter maps
using both physics-informed priors and classic Bayesian priors (Beheiry et al. 2016, Laurent et al. 2019). (iv)
Post-processing: Due to the large variety of possible post-analyses, TRamWAy focuses on making the outcome
of these analyses robust to various sources of noise and bias. TRamWAy stores all data, inferences and analyses in
HDF5-based files to be manipulated in Python with the RWA-python library, or in text files. Inferred parameter
landscapes can be rendered in many ways, in Python or using a minimalist web interface. The graphical output
options include movies for displaying dynamic landscapes. Furthermore TRamWAy features a Bayesian evidence test
for force/drift detection in heterogeneous diffusion landscapes (Serov et al. 2020).

TRamWAy matches the current demand for automated pipelines and high flexibility to programmatically handle
multiple and large datasets. Furthermore, observed molecules are often scattered into distinct spatial domains, which
may be studied independently and in parallel as regions of interest (ROIs). While exploratory data analysis in single
ROIs can be done with the InferenceMAP software (Beheiry et al. 2016) in 2D and in 3D with Genuage (Blanc
et al. 2020), TRamWAy features sets of building blocks to automate parallel processing of large-scale data with large
amounts of ROIs (Fig. 1(b)). The workflow is specified in a declarative way, i.e. in arbitrary order. TRamWAy can
parallelize it on the local host and onto a remote host such as a high-performance computing (HPC) cluster. On
remote hosts, TRamWAy automatically dispatches user scripts after minimal parsing for execution as job arrays in a
container, which is also automatically fetched if missing. Input data are not transferred; only outputs are retrieved
once the jobs are complete. User-defined functions can be added to the inference.

III. SUMMARY

The TRamWAy library allows spatio-temporal mapping of biomolecules physical properties in the cell. Examples
of application to Virion assembly in HIV can be found in Laurent et al. (2019) and Floderer et al. (2018). The
library provides tools to post-process and analyse the biophyscal maps in order to link them to biological results.
TRamWAy is modular and can be rapidly repurposed and is associated to numerous notebooks to ease future users’
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developments.
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